Introduction
An approach with flexible characteristic is highly rec- As we know, human skin covers outside of bones in order to protect tissues such as muscle and blood vessel. Besides the flexibility of skin itself,the skin on the elbow and knee has many wrinkles.Arm bending causes the extending of wrinkles and skin,whose surface length change depends on the bending magnitude and its direction.Based on this principle,a flexible tube with wrinkles are selected for imitating the skin on the elbow,whose radius of section keeps its value in the movement of tube. Its wrinkles extend with bending and by analyzing the generatrix changing,two angular information is able to be calculated.In order to obtain a simple data processing and a single structure,the multifunctional principle is used to instruct this design.
Multifunctional Sensing Approach
Multifunctional sensing approach, which has been developed in the last decade,is used to instruct the design of sensor.It is different from integrated and compound sensors whereas the former one uses the same structure to realize multiple functions or measure several parameters,while the latter two employ individual sensor for each function or measurement.As shown in Fig.2 ,X1 and X2 are the two quantities being measured,Y1 and Y2 are the outputs, while XI and XZ are the estimating results.In conventional works,two sensors with the characters as Y1=f1(X1)and Y2=f2(X2)are combined for measurement.Although data processing of this way is simple,fixing of two separated sensors and their corresponding measuring setups may cause a complicated structure.As to multifunctional sensing,each output is the fusion of two measurands,which are Y1=fi(X1, X2) and Y2 =f2(X1,X2).Comparing to conventional works, the structure may be compact,but the data processing for reconstructing two measurands is needed. By well designing of the sensing structure,a simple data processing can be obtained. Based on this principle, a structure is designed with the same three sensing elements in order to obtain a simple data processing.
Configuration of Prototype
A prototype based on proposed approach is built for testing its performance, as shown in Fig.3 .The main part is a flexible tube with wrinkles as shown in Fig.3(a) .
One important character of the chosen tube is that its radius of section keeps the same value with bending. The radius of tube for building the prototype is 12mm with length of 220mm. puts of the approach.In order to prove the feasibility of this approach and obtain the characters of outputs,some sample points need to be measured as database.A device with direction scale and obliquity scale used for setting required positions is proposed as shown in Fig.3(b The bending radius of the tube is not a constant,which changes gradually with obliquity.The definite integral is selected to calculate the lengths of Working coordinate system and geometric analysis a constant position. Three lines bend around the same axis vertical to OC as shown in Fig.4(a) .The change of direction results in the variety of three radiuses of selected lines, which leads to different length changes of generatrices. We can obtain following equations where r(9) is the bending radius of the tube central axis whose value can be affected by obliquity and working condition,for example,the extending or compression of tube.
are the bending radiuses of three chosen lines,a is the radius of tube section as a constant.
As we know,the length of arc is the product of central angle and radius.As shown in Fig.4(b As a result,using (3)and (4) Step1:Decide the suitable radius of the tube based on requirement and the fixing way.
Step2:Calculate the length of solenoid.By(2),the maximum length difference of generatrix caused by bending is (7) is the measuring scale of requirement,and 
Estimation of direction is independent of the scale of 
